Enhancement of Password Authentication System Using Recognition based Graphical password for web Application
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Abstract: Authentication is most important topic in information security. Currently web applications are using text based password for authentication, but text based passwords are suffered to security and usability issues. Text passwords are vulnerable to spyware, brute force and dictionary attacks. Graphical based password is proposed to overcome vulnerabilities of text based passwords. Graphical based password technique use images as a password. Psychological studies says that human mind remember images better than text. Graphical passwords are more secure than text. In this paper, we will propose recognition based graphical password scheme to provide security against spyware and shoulder surfing attacks as well as this scheme provide the two factor authentication in order to resist unauthorized users. In this scheme, at time of sign up user has to choose images from set of images given by server and at time of signing user has to recognize that images from set of images for authentication. We are using random character set generation for each image to resist shoulder surfing as well as spyware attacks. We also fetch user’s password images randomly from database to resist spyware attack.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important topics in information security today is user authentication [2]. Authentication is the process to allow users to confirm his or her identity to a Web application [1]. Password authentication is most widely used authentication mechanism for web applications. Most of authentication systems are used text based password. Major issues in text based passwords are forgetting password, stolen password, weak password. Text based passwords are vulnerable to various kind of attacks like as brute force, spyware, and dictionary. So we required strong authentication method. To overcome vulnerabilities of text password, graphical based password scheme is proposed [6]. In graphical password techniques, images are use as passwords. Reason behind for choosing that method is psychologies study says that human mind remember thousands of images with detail. Graphical based passwords are also categories into two categories, Recognition based and recall based. In this paper we will propose recognition based graphical password scheme for web application to resist spyware and shoulder surfing attacks. In recognition based method, at the time of signup user has to select images from set of images given by server and at the time of login user has to remember or recognize that images for authentication.

II. RELATED WORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Login interface</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphical Password Authentication System in an Implicit Manner[3]</td>
<td>Users have to give their answer in implicitly way by choosing image [3].</td>
<td>Authentication process is time consuming.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Graphical Password Authentication Cloud Securing Scheme[4] | Users have to select two images from set of image given by server. Those sets of images are given by based on username [4]. | Access can be given if Anyone knows sequence With username |
| Intrusion Prevention by Image Based Authentication Techniques[5] | Users have to selects eight pairs of images from a set of images in the system [5]. | Hard to remember eight pairs of image. Logging process is time consuming. |

(1) PIA based

(2) TIA based[5]

| A Graphical Password against Spyware and Shoulder-surfing Attacks[7] | The user selects 10 images from 50 images that are shown to her/him and assigns a character to each image [7]. | User has phase difficulty to remember 10 images. |

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this paper, we are proposing new scheme on recognition based graphical password authentication for web applications to resist shoulder surfing and spyware attacks. We have created webpage for signup and signing which are based on recognition based graphical password. In this scheme, during signup user has to choose images as password by entering
appropriate string of selected images and at the time of signing user recognize that images for authentication. In following we are explain in detail.

A) Sign up

In signup page 20 images are display on screen that images are randomly fetched from database. Show in figure we are attaching unique string on each image for resisting shoulder surfing as well as spyware attacks. Length of each string is three characters long. These strings are combination of lowercase, uppercase character, numbers and special symbols. When user has refresh the page that time all images and string of each images are change. User has to select minimum three and maximum six images from 20 images by entering appropriate string (which display on below right corner of each image) in password field.

B) Signing

At the time of signing, user has to enter his name that he or she used at the time of signup. If user name valid then by pressing tab key, user’s password images along with other images are fetching randomly from database. Total 12 images are display on screen. In 12 images some of images are user’s password images. Suppose, at the time of sign up user has select three images as password. During signing process user’s password images are fetching randomly from database. So here total selected images as password is three then three conditions are occurring.

Condition 1: If one password image is display along with other 11 images then user has to select only one password image out of 12 by entering P\textsuperscript{v} string in password field shown in fig. 3

Condition 2: If two password images are display along with other 10 images then user has to select two password images out of 12 by entering G\textsubscript{o}O\textsubscript{m}5 string in password field shown in fig. 4

Condition 3: If three password images are display along with other 9 images then user has to select three password images out of 12 by entering H\textsubscript{o}Un2Zq\% string in password field shown in fig. 5
User has to correctly recognize password images from set of images. In this scheme user’s password images are fetching randomly from database to resisting spyware attack.

To provide more security we use OTP in order to resist unauthorized users. If user enters wrong password more than three times then user account will be deactivated till user enter correct OTP. One OTP will send to user's registered mail address. User has to enter that OTP for activate account.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION ENVIRONMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating System</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Server</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Database</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Programming Language</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. SECURITY

A) Shoulder surfing attack:
In this attack passwords are stolen by observing the user. Attacker spies the user by using closed circuit camera or by standing back side of the user. In our proposed scheme it is difficult to do this attack because user has to select images by using keyboard instead mouse click, touch screen. We are
using random string for each image. User has to select images by entering appropriate string of selected images as password.

B) Spyware attack:
Spyware attacks are most common and easy to perform on text based password compared to graphical password. If system affected by key logger then all keystrokes get by attacker. In proposed scheme user’s password images are fetching randomly from database to resisting spyware attack. Also we are using random string for each image so if attacker gets the string then he or she does not know which images are selected as password because every time that string and number of password images are change.

VI. CONCLUSION
Interests of using graphical or picture passwords are growing at the faster pace as to provide more security than text based password. In recognition based graphical password scheme user has to select images as password. We strongly consider that the core reason for using recognition based graphical password is that remembering the images are much easier than a long text password and more secure than text password. Some threats of web application security are spyware and shoulder-surfing attacks. In proposed scheme, we are providing security against these two attacks as well as we are using two factor authentications in order to resist unauthorized users activities. We have created signup and signing page which are based on graphical password. We are using the random character set generation for each image to resisting shoulder surfing as well as spyware attack. We also resist spyware attack by fetching user’s password images randomly from database.
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